2019 Creative Contest Rules

Introduction
The Synthesis Team is excited to hold their third annual creative contest, a challenge where teams are tasked with creating a fun presentation that features your team using Synthesis software in this year’s Washington Girls’ Generation Competition. $500 dollars will be awarded to one team that best display their uses of Synthesis during their prep for 2019 Washington Girls’ Generation!

We look forward to seeing what you come up with.

Criteria
- Your submission will be judged on its creativity, quality, and showcase of Synthesis software. Make sure it addresses these three criteria well.
- Submission shows how Synthesis helps your team with the design, validation, and software process.
- Submission must be created by members of your team.
- Your team must be attending Girls’ Generation in Washington to participate.
- The content release form on the next page must be completed for your creation to be considered.

Examples
- Examples included but are not limited to:
  - Video – create a video (3 mins. or less)
  - Photography Portfolio – create or build a portfolio with a summary or captions (no more than 25 photos)
  - Share your story - write or design a creative flyer, poster, etc. sharing your story using Synthesis.
- If you have any questions regarding an idea you have or a limitation, please email frc@autodesk.com

Submission
All creations must be submitted by October 8th to this form by 11:59pm. Submissions will be judged on how well teams use Synthesis to aid their creative process, as well as the overall quality of the creation.

Winner will be announced on our website and at the Washington Girls’ Generation Competition.
Content Release Form

By submitting your model, Autodesk has the rights to utilize your model within the Synthesis simulator and make your model publicly available for other teams to download and test.

Team Signature of Acknowledgement ___________________________ Date: ____________

Team Name ___________________________ Number ____________